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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE

PRE-RAMBLE
A long time ago, on a computer not so far away, two grown men who should have known better were
wasting time playing a single-player turn-based strategy game as a cooperative venture via screen
share …
“Can you move my unit to that square?”
“Which one - that one?”
“No, the other one”
“Oh, that one?”
“Still no! The one over there by the cover”
“This one?”
“Yeah, perfect, thanks - now I’ll attack the enemy up ahead”
“Which one - that one?”
… and so the cycle continued, until one said “This would be so much easier if it had actual
cooperative play built in” …
At that precise moment, a distant star went supernova, and the concept for Wrath of Tezca was born.

Wrath of Tezca is a wax based blockchain game which has been in development for over 4 years. The
game was initially planned for standard release via Steam, but after playing blockchain games for
themselves, the team took the decision to pivot the game and adapt it for NFT’s, hence the progress
already in place. Players will use their troops to choose options ranging from passive missions,
resource gathering, or active turn-based tactics combat on a 3d map, all of which generate resources
which can be sold on secondary markets or used to directly craft new NFT’s from a crafting pool.
Our richly detailed world takes heavy inspiration from Mesoamerican cultures with an orcish twist,
pitting your tribe against the invading humans attempting to claim your lands and wealth for
themselves.
… and there might even be cooperative play in the future!
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LORE
All lands belong to the Empire, even that which is not yet discovered.
By its gluttonous decree, a dozen Expeditionary Fleets set sail across the oceans; in search of new
worlds and riches that are theirs by right. And one such fleet- under the iron-willed command of
Captain-General Borgia- has made landfall.
After months of perilous travel on rotting wooden vessels, the men of the Seventh Fleet found
themselves upon the shores of paradise. Crystal blue water and white sand beaches give way to lush
rainforests. Golden plateaus and mist-cloaked mountains rise from the foliage bearing gold, silver
and jade. Inconceivable beasts live free and wild amongst the bounteous nature.
As the first of their fortifications were raised, Borgia's men had already begun their harvest. The
earth was dredged for precious stones and metals, and the trees scoured for exotic meats. The men
of the Seventh Fleet did not even question the luck of discovering such a haven. Such was the
Empire's divine right that it deserved this untouched plenty.
Though as they discovered; untouched did not mean uninhabited.
Borgia's men did not know how many of the tiny Goblins they had hunted and devoured before they
realised they were sentient, and they did not know how many more after that. But when their
hunting party met the Orcs, there was no chance for such a mistake.
The conflict was immediate, swift and deadly on both sides. As the Humans fled to their battlements,
a call went out to the Tribes.
In the Holiest of places- the Tecocatan Equinox, the center of Divinity in their world- the Orcs, Trolls
and Goblins met. Emissaries of Kingdoms, Communes and Heavenly Tribes gathered to discuss the
interlopers at their shores. Under the shine of Totec, Night-Drinker, God of the Searing Light, they felt
the warmth and glow of the Holy Sun. And so, an accord was struck.
Their treaty was laid at the gates of Borgia's fort, as it's defender shrunk behind its walls. As the
fearsome ambassadors slipped back into the forest- clad in the bright skin of terrific creatures- the
Men saw what was left for them. Pictograms and maps engraved on a slab of brilliant gold. For all its
brilliance and wealth the purpose was clear: the proposal of an armistice.
And for a while, that peace held. The Tribes beyond held their balance and their worship, whilst the
Seventh Fleet stayed behind their battlements- only venturing to the lands granted to them. But, as
the days passed, Tribal Scouts saw the new vessels sailing into the makeshift docks. They saw the
trees levelled and the stones ripped up. They saw the Humans grow bolder, moving steadily further
from their hold and swelling in size.

Some of the Tribes tried to warn the others of Humanity's transgressions, of their slow swell beyond
their lands. But before the alarm could be raised, for the signs to be recognised for what they were,
the offensive had begun.
As a red Sun rose on the world, Captain-General Borgia's forces spewed forth from their walls and
across their borders. Armed for war, they swept through the forests. Hundreds displaced thousands
as they made their hungry march. Not resting until they had taken the Tecocatan Equinox, their
holiest of places. Their dark banners unfurled down the sides of ancient temples, conquered and
christened with a new name: Maria Eterna.
As the Sun set, the Orcs, Trolls and Goblins met again. But this time there were no Emissaries of great
people in great places. Instead there were only the dispossessed; refugees hiding in the cracks of
their own world.
Under the cover of night the three races gathered. There would be no diplomacy to be made this
time, no second chance.
Under the light of the Twin Moons, a hundred tribes were joined. United under the eyes of the
Ashen-Sun, the God of Encroaching Night, by his fury and his ire. By the Wrath of Tezca.

SOCIAL MEDIA
For more information (and frequent giveaways) on our project please consider visiting, joining, and
following our social media channels.
Website – https://www.wrathoftezca.com/
Discord – https://discord.com/invite/qy5g2Zp4qw
Twitter – https://twitter.com/WrathOfTezca

MARKETING
We have teamed up with various streamers and projects to help spread the word of Wrath of Tezca.
SammySnake - https://www.twitch.tv/sammysnake7
The Nifty Show - https://theniftyshow.com/
Play To Earn World - https://www.youtube.com/c/Playtoearnworld
Oliveland - https://www.oliveland.io/

We have minted the following number of Chests for this and other marketing activity:

CHEST TYPE

QUANTITY

REMAINING FOR SALE

BLESSED OFFERING

100

0

COMMON

32

9,968

EPIC

17

4,983

MYTHIC

12

1,488

GAMEPLAY OVERVIEW
Players collect NFTs representing Soldiers and Equipment, trying to create the most powerful yet
balanced setup they can.
Players decide when and where to send their Soldiers into battle, and if successful, the Soldiers
return with various Treasures (currency tokens).
Initially, this will be via Instant Missions, and later in development players will have the option to
send a squad of up to 4 Soldiers to participate in active turn-based 3D combat Missions.
Players can then use these Treasure tokens to craft new NFTs amongst other things (or sell the
Treasures to other players via an exchange).

ROADMAP
STAGE 0 - 30 SEPTEMBER 2021
An initial sale of Chests containing the Soldier and Equipment NFTs required to play the game.
The sale and unboxing took place on AtomicHub.

STAGE 1 - Q4 2021
Players will be able to visit the website, log-in using their wax account, and will equip their soldier
NFTs with their equipment NFTs, trying to create the most powerful setup.
Then send soldiers into Instant Combat missions, rewarded with Tezcoin and other Treasure.
The rewards will exponentially scale based on the relative power of your equipped soldier.

STAGE 2 - Q1 2022
Crafting releases, use your gathered treasure to craft new soldiers & equipment.
There will be a land sale.
Players will be able to select which land plot they want to send their soldiers off to battle.
Land owners will be able to upgrade their lands to entice more players to battle.
Land owners will receive Tezcoin and other rewards for each battle that takes place on their land.

STAGE 3 - Q2 2022
Introduction of account wide upgrades, purchased with Tezcoin.
3D Turn-Based Combat - Closed Beta (Will require whitelist access to play)

STAGE 4 - Q3 2022
3D Turn-Based Combat - Open Beta
Control your soldiers in fully fledged combat scenarios whilst earning even greater rewards.

MILESTONES
[COMPLETED] PROMOTIONAL GIVEAWAYS - SEPTEMBER 2021
In the build up to our first Chest sale, we held giveaways and drops of the various Promotional NFTs.
Join our Discord for more information!

[COMPLETED] PRIMARY CHEST SALE - 30 SEPTEMBER 2021 4PM UTC
Our first chest sale took place on 30 September 2021 at 4pm UTC.
It was on the WAX blockchain and although the prices are in USD, payment was in WAXP.
If you are interested, please visit https://on.wax.io/about-wax/ to learn more about WAX.
More details can be found below.

FIRST GAMEPLAY LAUNCH - DECEMBER 2021
Creation of the Treasure tokens - Tezcoin, Heart Wood, Bone Shards, and Magic Essence.
Instant Missions available to play, rewarding Treasure tokens.

SECOND GAMEPLAY LAUNCH - TBD
Introduction of the Crafting mechanism - create new NFTs by combining Treasures acquired through
missions, or through the Dismantling of existing NFTs.
Introduction of Blessings - permanent account bonuses.

PRIMARY CHEST SALE - DETAILS

Details of the Sale can be found below:

COMMON CHEST - $15 USD - 844 SOLD
This contains 1 Soldier and 8 Equipment NFTs, with the following chances:
RARITY

CHANCE

COMMON

65%

RARE

30%

EPIC

4%

LEGENDARY

1%

EPIC CHEST - $50 USD - 476 SOLD
This contains 2 Soldier and 16 Equipment NFTs, with the following chances:
RARITY

CHANCE

COMMON

55%

RARE

30%

EPIC

11%

LEGENDARY

4%

MYTHIC CHEST - $150 USD - 721 SOLD
This contains 4 Soldier and 32 Equipment NFTs, with the following chances:
RARITY

CHANCE

COMMON

40%

RARE

30%

EPIC

17%

LEGENDARY

13%

MYTHICAL (SOLDIER NFTs ONLY)

EACH LEGENDARY SOLDIER HAS A 23% CHANCE
TO UPGRADE INTO A MYTHICAL SOLDIER

BLESSED OFFERING CHEST - N/A - 100 MAX SUPPLY
This contains 4 random NFTs (Equipment and / or Soldiers), with the following chances:
RARITY

CHANCE

COMMON

65%

RARE

30%

EPIC

4%

LEGENDARY

1%

This results in the following quantity of NFTs, approximately:

RARITY

SOLDIER

EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT PER SLOT

COMMON

2,263

18,029

3,005

RARE

1,421

11,335

1,889

EPIC

631

5,044

841

LEGENDARY

335

3,375

562

MYTHICAL

87

0

0

TOTAL

4,737

37,783

6,297

NFTs
All player-owned assets for our game are represented by NFTs created on the WAX blockchain, using
the AtomicAssets NFT Standard.
Our NFT Collection is Whitelisted on AtomicHub
(https://wax.atomichub.io/explorer/collection/wrathoftezca)

PACKS

Our Chests are packs of NFTs, containing numerous NFTs of various rarities.
Each Chest indicates how many NFTs it contains, and what the chances of obtaining certain rarities
are.

SOLDIERS
At least one Soldier NFT is required to participate in missions and other gameplay features.
There is no maximum limit to the number of Soldiers per account.
Soldiers come in 5 rarities:
●
●
●
●
●

Common – 100% power
Rare – 150% power
Epic – 180% power
Legendary – 200% power
Mythical – 210% power

A Soldier will have 50% more Total Attributes than a piece of Equipment of the same rarity.
For more information on the Soldier attributes, please see the Attributes section below.

EQUIPMENT
Each Soldier has 6 slots for Equipment. 1 slot for each of the following:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Helm
Shoulders
Gloves
Armour
Boots
Weapon

Equipment comes in 4 rarities:
●
●
●
●

Common – 100% power
Rare – 150% power
Epic – 180% power
Legendary – 200% power

For more information on the Equipment attributes, please see the Attributes section below.

PROMOTIONAL ITEMS
There are various promotional NFTs in our Collection. These are collectible pieces of artwork.
We are adding a one-time use for some of these promotional NFT’s. Stay tuned for more details!

LAND
There are currently no Land NFTs – they will be released at a later date.
There will be six different land types, and four / five different rarities.
●
●
●
●
●
●

MOUNTAINS
JUNGLE
PLAINS
RIVER VALLEY
MYSTIC CLEARING
RUINS

Land NFTs will have both a Reward level and an Attribute level, that can be increased through
spending Tezcoin and other Reward tokens.
Both the Reward level and the Attribute modifiers impact the amount of Rewards paid out.
For each increase in Reward level, the Tezcoin yield will go up 2%, and the appropriate Resource
reward will go up 1%.
For each increase in Attribute level, one Attribute modifier (decided by the Land owner) will go up
12% but the other nine attributes will each go down 1%, resulting in a net 3% increase.

The type and abundance of the Treasure found on each land type of Common rarity is shown below,
with the rewards scaled by Rarity:
LAND TYPE

TEZCOIN %

RESOURCE TYPE

RESOURCE %

MOUNTAINS

85%

BONE SHARDS

15%

JUNGLE

90%

HEART WOOD

10%

PLAINS

80%

HEART WOOD

20%

RIVER VALLEY

70%

HEART WOOD

30%

MYSTIC CLEARING

80%

MAGIC ESSENCE

20%

RUINS

75%

BONE SHARDS

25%

These values are still subject to change as we undertake more testing and balancing.

ATTRIBUTES
We have designed 10 Attributes that are used in-game.
These Attributes are:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Physical Attack
Magic Attack
Defence
Magic Shield
Strength
Intelligence
Toughness
Willpower
Speed
Stamina

These Attributes are displayed on the NFTs where appropriate.
For the purposes of the Instant Missions rewards, every attribute is equitable to each other. See the
Mission Rewards section below for more details.
When Active Missions are released, we will update this section accordingly, to provide details of how
each Attribute affects gameplay.
All CURRENT combinations can be found in Appendix A.

PHYSICAL ATTACK
This Attribute, shown on the NFT as a single integer and as a string of 8 integers, represents the
in-game dice used to determine the amount of Damage done with Physical attacks.
It is only found on Weapons.
The single integer is used for Instant mission results, and the string of 8 integers will be used for
Active 3D gameplay.

MAGIC ATTACK
This Attribute, shown on the NFT as a single integer and as a string of 8 integers, represents the
in-game dice used to determine the amount of Damage done with Magic attacks.
It is only found on Helms.
The single integer is used for Instant mission results, and the string of 8 integers will be used for
Active 3D gameplay.

DEFENCE
This Attribute, also shown on the NFT as a single integer and as a string of integers, represents the
in-game dice used to determine the amount of Damage mitigated from both Physical and Magic
Attacks.
4 of the 8 dice values are found on Armour, with 2 of the 8 on Boots, and 2 of the 8 on Shoulders.
The single integer is used for Instant mission results, and the string of 8 integers will be used for
Active 3D gameplay.

MAGIC SHIELD
This Attribute represents the size of the energy barrier used to protect from Magic attacks.
Half of this Attribute will always be found on Gloves, with the other half split between Boots and
Shoulders.

STRENGTH
This Attribute boosts your Physical damage dealt
It is always found on Soldiers, but can also be found on any Equipment slot.

INTELLIGENCE
This Attribute boosts your Magic damage dealt.
It is always found on Soldiers, but can also be found on any Equipment slot.

TOUGHNESS
This Attribute boosts your defence to Physical damage received.
It is always found on Soldiers, but can also be found on any Equipment slot.

WILLPOWER
This Attribute boosts your defence to Magic damage received.
It is always found on Soldiers, but can also be found on any Equipment slot.

SPEED
This Attribute represents your movement speed.
It is always found on Soldiers, but can also be found on any Equipment slot.

STAMINA
This Attribute represents how many actions you can take per turn, and how quickly you recover
those actions.
It is always found on Soldiers, but can also be found on any Equipment slot.

TREASURES
There are currently four types of Treasure token.
●
●
●
●

Tezcoin
Bone Shards
Heart Wood
Magic Essence

TEZCOIN
The Tezcoin token is the main currency in Wrath of Tezca.
It is a Token created on the WAX blockchain and has a maximum supply of 1,000,000,000, with 4
decimal places of precision.

There are no Seed Investors, and the Team wants everyone to be on an equal
footing, so the Team are not withholding any of this maximum supply for
themselves. It will all be available to be earnt in game.
At launch, there will be none in circulation. The first mission rewards will yield the first ever Tezcoin.
Shortly after the first missions are carried out, we will airdrop some Treasure (type and amount TBD)
to holders of a certain promotional NFT.
Tezcoin will be used in game to pay for various services, such as (but not limited to):
●

●

Crafting fee
o Crafting new NFTs will predominantly use the other Treasures, but there will also be
a small Tezcoin fee charged.
Blessings
o Permanent account-wide bonuses. See Blessings section below for more details.

●

●

●
●

Mission Re-Selection
o Players will be faced with a random selection of missions they can attempt. If you
don’t like the choices, you can pay a small amount of Tezcoin to refresh the selection.
More details in the Mission Selection section below.
Squad Re-Selection
o If after seeing the mission choices, you want to change the Equipment your Soldiers
are wearing, a small amount of Tezcoin will be charged. More details in the Mission
Selection section below.
Soldier Naming (Future)
o For a small fee, you can change the name of your Soldier
Land Upgrades

HEART WOOD, BONE SHARDS, & MAGIC ESSENCE
These Tokens are also created on the WAX blockchain, and each has the following maximum supply,
with 4 decimal places of precision:
●
●
●

Heart Wood
Bone Shards
Magic Essence

3,000,000,000
2,000,000,000
1,000,000,000

There are no Seed Investors, and the Team wants everyone to be on an equal
footing, so the Team are not withholding any of this maximum supply for
themselves. It will all be available to be earnt in game.
At launch, there will be none in circulation.
Shortly after the first missions are carried out, we will airdrop some Treasure (type and amount TBD)
to holders of a certain promotional NFT.
These Treasures will predominantly be used in the crafting of new NFTs, but some will also be
required for certain Blessings and Land upgrades.

REDISTRIBUTION
Whenever Treasure is spent in-game by the player, be that for refreshing missions, crafting NFTs,
purchasing Blessings, or some other in-game reason, then:
●
●
●
●

10% is burnt (destroyed)
85% is added back into the Reward supply pool for Redistribution
3% is added to a “Community” pot, to be used for giveaways, rewarding bug reports, etc. at
the discretion of the Team
2% is taken as Developer fee

To reiterate, 85% of all in-game spend will be returned to active
players through mission rewards.

INSTANT MISSION SELECTION & NFT CHARGES
Once a player has acquired a Soldier NFT (Equipment NFTs aren’t mandatory but will certainly help),
they can select which items to equip them with from their own Equipment NFTs. This setup is saved
to the blockchain for each Soldier
When at least one Soldier setup has been saved, the player can send them off on an Instant mission,
and start earning some Treasure.
Instant missions are always successful, with scaling rewards based on the Total Attributes of that
specific Soldier's setup.
Once ready, the player selects up to 4 of their Soldiers and clicks “Select Mission”. They will be faced
with a randomly generated choice of 3 missions (Land NFTs) to pick from.
The type and likelihood of finding certain Treasures will also be shown below each mission option.
If the player wants to generate a new set of missions, then they can refresh them for a small Tezcoin
fee.
Additionally, if the player likes the look of one of their missions, but wants to change their Equipment
for it, they can do so, again, for a separate small but doubling Tezcoin fee.
NB: These Tezcoin fees are not intended to generate revenue for the project, but as a way to protect
ourselves from malicious players spending all our WAX resources on generating new mission
selections.
Once a player (finally!) selects a mission, then the rewards are calculated on a Soldier-by-Soldier
basis, with the player then claiming these rewards.
Each NFT used in the mission loses 1 charge.
By default, each NFT can have a maximum of 2 charges stored and they recover over some
timeframe.
This recharge / cooldown time may be reduced through Blessings, as well as maybe the number of
charges (TBD).

INSTANT MISSION REWARDS
Even though multiple Soldiers can be sent off at once, Instant mission rewards are calculated on a
Soldier-by-Soldier basis as below:
TL:DR - More powerful setups yield significantly more rewards.

SETUP POWER = ( ( PAT + MAT + DFT + MST + STT + INT + TGT + WPT + SPT + SMT ) / 600 ) ^ 8
Where:
PAT = (SUM of PHYSICAL ATTACK attribute) * (PHYSICAL ATTACK mission modifier)
MAT = (SUM of MAGIC ATTACK attribute) * (MAGIC ATTACK mission modifier)
DFT = (SUM of DEFENCE attribute) * (DEFENCE mission modifier)
MST = (SUM of MAGIC SHIELD attribute) * (MAGIC SHIELD mission modifier)
STT = (SUM of STRENGTH attribute) * (STRENGTH mission modifier)
INT = (SUM of INTELLIGENCE attribute) * (INTELLIGENCE mission modifier)
TGT = (SUM of TOUGHNESS attribute) * (TOUGHNESS mission modifier)
WPT = (SUM of WILLPOWER attribute) * (WILLPOWER mission modifier)
SPT = (SUM of SPEED attribute) * (SPEED mission modifier)
SMT = (SUM of STAMINA attribute) * (STAMINA mission modifier)
The relative power of various average setups is shown below:

TEZCOIN = ( SETUP POWER ) * ( MISSION YIELD MODIFIER ) * (RNG) * ( REWARD POOL ) / ( MAX SUPPLY )
WOOD = ( SETUP POWER ) * ( MISSION YIELD MODIFIER ) * (RNG) * ( REWARD POOL ) / ( MAX SUPPLY )
BONE = ( SETUP POWER ) * ( MISSION YIELD MODIFIER ) * (RNG) * ( REWARD POOL ) / ( MAX SUPPLY )
MAGIC = ( SETUP POWER ) * ( MISSION YIELD MODIFIER ) * (RNG) * ( REWARD POOL ) / ( MAX SUPPLY )
Where:
REWARD POOL = MAX SUPPLY - CIRCULATING SUPPLY + REDISTRIBUTION POOL
RNG = Random roll of 0 to 100, with the following multipliers:
ROLL

CHANCE

MULTIPLIER

0 TO 50

50%

80%

51 TO 80

30%

100%

81 TO 95

15%

120%

96 TO 99

4%

175%

100

1%

500%

Example.
A given setup, after mission attribute modifiers, has a single soldier SETUP POWER of 110.
The mission selected is on a Common Plains land type. This yields 80% Tezcoin and 20% Heart Wood.
The RNG roll was 85, so a 1.2x multiplier.
At the precise time the mission rewards are calculated the Reward Pools for the relevant Treasures
are:
Tezcoin

900,000,000

Heart Wood

2,600,000,000

The player will receive the following rewards:
Tezcoin

= 110 * 0.8 * 1.2 * 900,000,000 / 1,000,000,000

95.0400

Heart Wood

= 110 * 0.2 * 1.2* 2,600,000,000 / 3,000,000,000

22.8800

These rewards are paid out of the redistribution pool where possible, with any extra reward being
minted as required.

As such, these rewards will decline over time as the circulating supply increases, with the rewards
reaching a steady-state when the redistribution pool is filled up as quickly as it is taken back out as
rewards.
The graph below is for illustrative purposes, but shows possible reward distributions over time,
depending on how quickly the redistribution pool balance is achieved.

CRAFTING
Players can combine Treasure tokens to craft new NFTs.
Crafting costs are:
●
●
●
●

500 Heart Wood, and
300 Bone Shards, and
200 Magic Essence, and
Small Tezcoin fee

These costs WILL be reviewed and rebalanced periodically, especially when Active 3D missions go
live.
The possible outcomes for crafting are contained within a crafting pool, and this information will be
displayed on the Crafting page.
This will detail the total quantity of NFTs available, split down into the quantity of each rarity.
When a player undertakes a craft, a random number is generated and they receive any single NFT
from the pool with equal likelihood.

Example: There are 2,000 NFTs in the pool - 1,100 Common, 600 Rare, 200 Epic, 100 Legendary.
On craft, there would be the following chance of receiving a given rarity:
●
●
●
●

Common:
Rare:
Epic:
Legendary:

1100 / 2000 =
600 / 2000 =
200 / 2000 =
100 / 2000 =

55%
30%
10%
5%

50% of all new Equipment NFTs added to the game will be added to the crafting pool - these will be
available through crafting before being available by other means!
The other 50% of the NFTs will accumulate until there is sufficient quantity to host another Chest
sale.
This means that active players can theoretically make as much from Crafting as we make through the
Chest sales.

DISMANTLING
Players will be able to permanently dismantle (burn) Equipment NFTs in-game and will receive
Treasures for doing so:

RARITY

HEART WOOD

BONE SHARDS

MAGIC ESSENCE

COMMON

100 to 200
(150 average)

50 to 100
(75 average)

0
(0 average)

RARE

200 to 400
(300 average)

100 to 200
(150 average)

50 to 100
(75 average)

EPIC

400 to 800
(600 average)

200 to 400
(300 average)

100 to 200
(150 average)

LEGENDARY

800 to 1600
(1200 average)

400 to 800
(600 average)

200 to 400
(300 average)

BLESSINGS
Players will be able to spend Treasure to get a permanent boost to their account.
Examples of Blessings are:
●
●
●
●

Reduced recharge time between missions
Bonus yields from missions
Cheaper crafting
and more to come...

3D TURN-BASED COMBAT
And last but by no means least - one of the reasons you are here no doubt - the 3D turn-based
tactical combat section.
As we are not quite ready to launch this in Beta yet, a lot of the information below is subject to
change, and a lot of information has only been included at a very high level until we finalise the
design and balance.

OVERVIEW
Similar to the Instant Missions, players will equip up to 4 Soldiers with Equipment NFTs and send
them into battle.
Mission selection will also follow a similar flow as to that of Instant Missions, but after a mission has
been selected, the fun begins.
Missions will have different objectives - such as kill all enemies, or survive for X rounds.
Each mission is played on a procedurally generated map, with no two missions ever quite the same.
The Attribute values on the NFTs are converted into in-game values that directly impact the
effectiveness of your squad of Soldiers.
On the player's turn, they select any one of their Soldiers, decide where to move to, restricted by
Movement and Action Points, and decide whether to attack or defend, and then if they have
movement left, can run back out of Line of Sight.
The player does this for each of their Soldiers, and once complete, it will be the AI’s turn.
There is a full Line of Sight system in place, blocking vision between characters - use it wisely to take
advantage and surprise your enemies, retreating before they get a chance to respond, or go all out
gung-ho and storm straight up to the enemy, weapons swinging and spells flying.
How well you perform will impact your rewards.

MAP GENERATION
All maps are fully procedurally generated.
More details to come.

ATTRIBUTE CONVERSION
Each attribute value on the NFTs will be represented in game, with modifiers as required to preserve
balance.
The Physical Attack, Magic Attack, and Defence attributes represent actual Dice face values.

When a Physical Attack is performed, the attacker's Strength is compared to the defender’s
Toughness. For every X attribute points Strength is higher than Toughness, the lowest value of the
attacker’s Physical Attack dice face value gets increased by 1. And conversely, for every X attribute
points Toughness is higher than Strength, the lowest value of the defender’s Defence dice face value
gets increased by 1.
Then the attacker rolls the updated Physical Attack dice, and the defender rolls the updated Defence
dice, with the Defence roll subtracted from the Attack roll. If the result is > 0 then damage was
inflicted, otherwise the defender managed to prevent all damage taken.
The same process happens for Magic Attacks, using Intelligence vs Willpower, and Magic Attack vs
Defence.
Physical attacks deal half damage to Magic Shield, and full damage to Health once the Magic Shield
has been depleted.
Magic attacks deal full damage to Magic Shield, and half damage to Health once the Magic Shield has
been depleted.
When Health reaches zero, that character is taken out of combat for the rest of the mission. This will
not destroy your NFT.
Speed determines how many Movement Points the Soldier has.
Stamina determines the maximum amount of Action Points the Soldier has, and how many
regenerate per turn.

ACTIONS AVAILABLE
Each Soldier has a certain number of Action Points and Movement Points.
Players can spend Action Points to perform attacks, activate skills, and cast spells. They can also
spend Action Points on getting more Movement Points.
This leads to a guerilla style of warfare - move into range and Line of Sight, attack, and move away
again.

SKILLS AVAILABLE
There are a wide variety of skills available.
Single target, multi-target, area target, ranged, melee, magical, debuffs, buffs, and many more.
The more powerful skills will generally have cooldowns, charges, or both.
More details to come.

FUTURE POSSIBILITIES
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Set bonuses for equipping 2 or more of the same set
Blockchain NFT Cooperative Gaming
Raids
Bosses
Campaign
Leaderboards
Expanded and interactive Lore

APPENDIX A
I was going to add all the NFT details here, but didn’t as it took up too much space, so instead, here is
a link to a Google Sheet containing the information.
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1fO30KLdgc24bcnH1LWlkpGndQ8jcaHLJHLIY0H5erqk/

VERSION HISTORY
v0.21 - Original
v0.22 - Corrected Mythic Chest Legendary chance % from 10% to 13%
v0.23 - Added Marketing section, added sale and whitelist details, and updated treasures to be
referred to as treasure tokens in a few places.
v0.24 - Increased mythic chest marketing quantity to 12
v1.0 - More attribute details, added RNG to mission rewards, changed crafting costs and dismantling
rewards. Added NFT appendix
v2.0 - Update Sale chest details and estimated number of NFTs. Updated Land NFT section. Updated
Instant mission example. Verified initial crafting costs and updated dismantling yields.
V2.1 - Updated roadmap to align with bringing the land sale & functionality forward.
REMINDER: Numbers are still subject to change / balance.

